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S C H E D U L E S

SCHEDULE 5

SOLID FUEL

PART IV

CARRIAGE OF SOLID FUEL BY RAIL

22 (1) Paragraph 21 above shall not apply to any rail vehicle which forms part of or
is intended to form part of a train conveying only fuel destined for a particular
generating station, gas works or other industrial undertaking if—

(a) the vehicle is loaded by equipment which weighs the fuel and discharges it
directly into the vehicle, or

(b) the buyer has agreed with the seller that the weight of the load shall be
ascertained at the vehicle's destination, or

(c) the buyer has agreed to accept as the tare weight of the vehicle a tare weight
ascertained not more than three months before the time of loading and the
vehicle has marked upon it in durable lettering a statement of the weight so
ascertained and of the date and place at which it was ascertained, or

(d) all the vehicles comprised in the train are coupled together in such a
manner that they may be weighed while in motion by equipment designed
to determine the total weight of the train, and the buyer has agreed with the
seller that the total net weight of fuel carried in the train shall be ascertained
by deducting the total weight of the train so determined before loading from
the total weight thereof so determined when loaded.

(2) Nothing in sub-paragraph (1)(c) above shall afford any exemption from the
requirements of paragraph 21 above in the case of a vehicle which has undergone
repairs or modification or has suffered substantial damage since its tare weight was
last ascertained and marked as mentioned in that sub-paragraph.


